Abstract-Cloud Computing is a new computing paradigm. Among the incredible number of challenges in this field two of them are considered of great relevance: SLA management and Security management. The level of trust in such context is very hard to define and is strictly related to the problem of management of SLA in cloud applications and providers. In this paper we will try to show how it is possible, using a cloud-oriented API derived from the mOSAIC project, to build up an SLA-oriented cloud application which enables the management of security features related to user authentication and authorization to an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) Cloud Provider. As Cloud Provider we will adopt the perfCloud solution, which uses GRID-based solutions for security management and service delivery. So the proposed solution can be used in order to build up easily a SLA-based interface for any GRID system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Following the NIST definition, Cloud computing is " a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. [ 
...]".
In recent years a lot of effort was spent both in academic and in business world exploring the effect of such paradigm and the way in which it can be applied. Among the incredible number of challenges in this field two of them are considered of great relevance: SLA management and Security management.
A Service Level Agreement (SLA) is an agreement between a Service Provider and a Customer, that describes the Service, documents Service Level Targets, and specifies the responsibilities of the Provider and the Customer. Service Level Agreements (SLAs) aim at offering a simple and clear way to build up an agreement between the final users and the service provider in order to establish what is effectively granted in terms of quality.
From User point of view a Service Level Agreement is a contract that grants him about what he will effectively obtain from the service. From Application Developer point of view, SLAs are a way to have a clear and formal definition of the requirements that the application must respect.
As previsouly outlined, Cloud Computing assumes that everything from hardware to application layers are delegated to the network, accessed in a self-service way and following a pay-per-use business model; as a consequence Service level Agreements, enabling both users and provider to formalize what is offered, assume a great importance. In section VI we will show how many (of not all) of the most important cloud-related projects are considering SLA management as one of the key topic in their frameworks.
Security issues are related to the delegation to the network: is it possible for a final user to completely trust in a cloud provider, considering that everything is delegated to him? The level of trust in such context is very hard to define and is strictly related to the problem of management of SLA in cloud applications and providers.
In this paper we will try to show how it is possible, using a cloud-oriented API derived from the mOSAIC project [1] , [2] , to build up an SLA-oriented cloud application which enables the management of security features related to user authentication and authorization to an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) Cloud Provider. As Cloud Provider we will adopt the perfCloud solution [3] , which uses GRID-based solutions (GSI and Globus [4] ) for security management and service delivery. So the proposed solution can be used in order to build up easily a SLA-based interface for any GRID system. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows, next section offer a simple and semi-formal description of SLA and security management in cloud providers using a simple and real case study. The following section III summarize the technologies and frameworks adopted to solve the problem, i.e. mOSAIC and GSI. Section IV describe more in detail the case study, while section V describe the architecture of the proposed solution and few details of its implementation. Last two sections describe the related work, conclusions and future works.
II. SLA AND SECURITY: PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Building an agreement between users and provider on security features is a complex task, because it involves two opposite trade-offs, as shown in figure 1, both users and providers request that the partner respect some security features, moreover both offer some security grants. Each actor aims at offering as few grants as possible but will like to obtain as feature as possible. As an example an user will like to have as much security features as possible from the provider, like the privacy on its data or high availability, but he will like to have an access as simple as possible, without complex authentication procedures. On the other side the provider will like to grant as less as possible (as an example do not grant that none access your data, so in case of intrusion they do not have to pat for penalties, or limited availability) but, on the other side will like to request as strong authentication procedure as possible in order to be protected against intrusions.
The role of Service Level Agreement is to offer a clear way to agree between Users and providers about what is offered and granted by each actor. As a consequence it is needed to build up a way to clarify the security features offered and granted by each partner involved in the agreement. As a matter of fact it is very hard to identify such templates in a general way, so the common solution is the development of custom templates for each new architecture and system. Adoption of Service level Agreements (from now on SLA) for management of security features is an open problem in the cloud environment as previously outlined (moreover a deeper analysis of related work will be provided in section VI), in order to offer a clear approach and definition of this problem in this paper we will focus on a real case study: the building of an SLA-based interface for an IaaS Cloud provider.
The provider is built using the perfCloud [3] framework, which is based on the integration of GRID and Cloud, folowing the cloudgrid [5] approach. It is out of the scope a detailed analysis of such solution, but it is interesting to point out that it uses the GSI framework for management of user authentication and authorization, this implies that the solution proposed can be used for any GRID system. Figure 2 summarize the problem to be solved, described in the following. Each provider registered user has its own set of credentials and need access to a given set of services (in picture service Set X). The Cloud Provider offer different set of services (From 1 to 5 in picture), applying different security policies. Some service set are offered adopting both the policies (In the picture the service set 1) others are offered only following a given policy. Thanks to such a formalization it is possible to model the problem in terms of SLA: the Cloud Provider offer a set of SLA templates which contains a description of the service set offered, the credentials requested to the user and the policy applied. In order to manage the SLA-based access to services, the final user submits to the system the SLA template of his interest, and the Cloud provider, once checked its applicability, configures as a conseguence the authorization system in order to accept such a user. Users are granted that the services (and resources) accessed are protected by the provider following a known policy. Providers are granted that users have the right credentials (the services are protected by the given policy) and are able to audit the agreement acquired, knowing when each user has requested a more secure service. Moreover, knowing that more secure services often have greater costs in term of performance and resource consumption, it is possible to manage a trade-off between the resource usage, the security offered (and eventually the global cost of the service).
III. BACKGROUND
The solution we propose founds on the adoption of two main frameworks: GSI, that is the security module in Globus and many other GRID toolkits, and mOSAIC, which is a framework for Cloud application developement. In the following two subsections we briefly summarize the main concepts of such solutions.
A. Security configuration in GSI
Globus (GT4) and Globus security Infrastructure (GSI) offer a flexible mechanism to enforce authentication and authorization. This is based on the adoption of security description files that describe both authentication requirements, along with authorization policy decision points where rolebased access control policies are evaluated. The authorization decision can be performed by standard GSI components or by external authorization service as XACML, PerMIS or gridShib.
In particular, GT4 uses the concept of security descriptors as standard method for configuring the security requirements and policies of clients and services. GT4 provides four different type of security descriptors: Container, Service and Resource and Client security descriptors, which have different priority levels. The most restrictive policy is applied at the resource level, and overrides the others. Service and container security descriptors are configured as XML files, defined in the deployment descriptor and locally stored.
As for authentication, GT4 uses digital certificates to authenticate and delegate users. Furthermore, GSI allows to enable security at transport level and at message level. Transport-level security means that the complete communication (all the information exchanged between a client and a server) is encrypted. With message-level security, only the contents of the SOAP message are encrypted. GSI offers two message-level protection schemes (GSISecureMessage and GSISecureConversation), and one transport-level scheme (GSITransport).
In addition, with GSISecureMessage, GSISecureConversation and GSITransport, the security administrator can specify the protection levels integrity (data are signed) and privacy (data are encrypted and signed). Clients must be configured to adopt a compliant authentication mechanism.
As regards authorization, container, services and resources can also be protected by different authorization mechanisms (enforcing different Policy Decision Points -PDP) with different mechanisms for collecting attributes (Policy Information Points -PIP).
B. Programming the Cloud with mOSAIC
mOSAIC aims at offering a simple way to develop cloud application,the target user for the mOSAIC solution is a developer (mOSAIC Developer or mOSAIC user). In mOSAIC a Cloud application is modeled as a collection of components that are able to comunicate each other and that consumes (uses) cloud resources (i.e. resources offered as a service from a Cloud provider). Cloud application often are offered in the form of Software as a Service and can be accessed from users different from the mOSAIC developer. Users different from the mOSAIC user which uses a cloud application are defined Final Users. The mOSAIC user is able to act as a service provider toward the Final users. The mOSAIC solution is a framework composed of three independent components: platform, cloud agency and semantic engine. The first one (mOSAIC Platform) enables the execution of application developed using mOSAIC API; the second one (Cloud Agency) act as a provisioning system, brokering resoruces from a federation of Cloud Providers; the last one (semantic engine) offers solution for reasoning on the resources needings and the application needings. For the needing of this paper we need concepts defined in the
A mOSAIC application is defined as a collection of interconnected components. Components may be offered by the mOSAIC platform as COTS (Commercial off-the shelf) solutions, i.e. common technologies embed in a mosaic component, as Core Components, i.e. tools offered by mOSAIC platform in order to perform predefined operations, or can be developed using mOSAIC API, in this last case a component is a cloudlet running in a cloudlet container [1] , [7] . mOSAIC components are interconnected trough communication resources, queues or other communication system (i.e. socket, web services, ...). The mOSAIC platform offer some queuing system (rabbitmq and zeroMQ) as COTS components, in order to enable component communications. mOSAIC platform offers some Core Components in order to help cloud application to offer their functionalities as a service, like an HTTP gateway, which accepts HTTP requests and forward them on application queues. The cloud application is described as a whole in a file named Application Descriptor, which lists all the components and the cloud resources needed to enable their communications. A mOSAIC developer has the role of both develop new components and write application descriptors which collect them together.
IV. THE CASE STUDY: SLA INTERFACE ON PERFCLOUD
In section II we outlined in general the problem of building an SLA interface toward an IaaS Cloud provider, in this section we will detail the problem in the context of a given specific solution: the perfCloud framework. A detailed description of such solution can be found in [3] , [5] , and it is out of the scope of this paper, which in this section briefly summarize the approach. The basic configuration o perfCloud founds on Cloud on GRID approach: using a GRID middleware (Globus GT4) it offer cloud oriented services, such as delivery and management of virtual machines (start, stop, sleep, ..). The Globus middleware offer the basis for building a Service oriented interface and the components for configuring and manage the security of the system in terms of authentication and authorization (trough GSI as outlined in III section).
In [8] the authors outlines how management of cloud services implies the needing of ad-hoc consideration related to the security configuration, due to the presence of new actors (Cloud and GRID users must have different access rights, as an example). Such actors implies the needing of adoption of authentication and authorization mechanisms able to apply complex policies, which are clearly proposed in [8] . Adoption of such technical solution (i.e. an RBAC-style authorization mechanisms like XAML or shiboleth) can be introduced in a GRID environment and have an acceptable trade-off, as shown in [9] .
The actors identified and their respective roles (and so rights of access) can be summarized as follows:
• System Administrator: can manage the physical machines from HW up to the operating system level. He is responsible for installing, configuring and starting the GRID platform and its Certification Authority, for managing GRID identities and accounts, for updating the security policies on the system; • Grid User: can create and use GRID resources; • Cloud Administrator: is a GRID User with additional rights. He can supervise the cloud environment creating/maintaining new Virtual Clusters and managing Cloud User rights. In particular, he can enable/disable a Cloud User for the access to one or several Virtual Clusters; • Cloud User: is a GRID user with additional rights. He can turn on/off, access, use, configure Virtual Clusters previously assigned to him by the Cloud Administrator. Moreover, perfCloud architecture enable us to configure the globus container in order to restrict the access to users not only on the basis of their credentials (i.e. if they have or not a valid certificate) and respect to their role (which is defined using the XACML authorization engine), but even in the way in which he effectively secures the message exchange with the cloud provider (as an example without cryptography, using SSL or using application level cryptography like SecureMessage or SecureConversation. This last configuration enable to offer different security levels, even if with an higher cost (as outlined in [9] .
Following the problem model outlined in section II we can assume the following needings for both the side of the SLA agreement:
• Provider have a different set of services for each user role (i.e. a service set for Cloud administrators, a service set for Cloud Users, . . . ). Each service set is protected with different policies of access. Each service set has an associated Service Level Agreement template which describe the credentials and authentication roles needed by each different user.
• User must have a valid certificate in order to access the perfCloud environment. When the user need SLAprotected services he must negotiate with the SLA system his role in the system and the security lelvel he need. It is important to point out that more restrictive security policies (as an example adoption of Transport security layer) offer grants to final users about the confidentiality of access to his resources (the virtual machines) and offer grants of correct usage to the system provider.
This brief analysis summarizes the requirements for the SLA management application.
• the SLA application should be able to acquire the templates offered by the user and assume a decision about them (it is acceptable or not); • the SLA application should be able to update the perfCloud configuration in order to enable/disable access of users to the perfCloud service sets, configuring the authorization engine following the SLA agreed with the users.
• the SLA application should be able to take trace of the SLA agreed.
V. THE PROPOSED SOLUTION
The previous section (sect. IV) outlined the problem and the requirement for an application which offers a SLA-based interface for security parameter management. In this section we will focus on the solution proposed and its architecture. The key choice of the solution proposed in this paper is to build up such an application using a cloud-based API (mOSAIC) and using the cloud resources offered in order to run it.
The global architecture of the solution is summarized in figure 3 . In order to manage the different roles of the users and the different security policies to be maintained we organized the perfCloud configuration in three different containers, each of them hosted in a different virtual machine, running on the cluster Frontend and having their own static IP address. The three different containers are protected through different security policies and host a different set of services.
The approach proposed is simple: once the user has obtained an agreement with the SLA management system, he will be authorized to access to one or more containers, following the agreed security requirements. In order to manage the different security roles we organized the perfCloud services in two main set: Cloud users and Cloud Administration sets. Services for common GRID users are, for now, out of the interests of this paper and may be offered on the same containers or on additional ones.
Cloud Administrator Services, i.e. the ones that enable the creation of a completely new machine and/or virtual cluster and enable an user to use it, are offered only in the third container, whose policy is the most restrictive ones (both Transport and Message Security).
Cloud User services (the ones which enable a user to start/stop a virtual cluster) are offered in two different containers, configured to have no cryptography on request messages (i.e. the lower level of security granted by just GRID proxy certificate) or using Secure message (the one which crypt each SOAP message). The first container offers less grants to the final user, but has a minimal overhead, the second one offers higher grants in terms of confidentiality, but has higher overhead (as shown in [9] ). Details on such configuration can be found in the already cited papers.
The application which enables SLA management is built in order to receive a WS-Agreement file containing a description of the security features and configuring as a Figure 3 shows the main components of the mOSAIC application, following the architecture proposed in [2] . The components run on a virtual machine hosting the mOS operating system, a lightweight linux distribution we use to run mOSAIC components. Our mOSAIC application consists of four components :
• SLAgw which receives the WS-Agreement, stores it in the local storage (signing it in state pending)and forwards it to the decision cloudlet; • SecDecision that evaluates if the SLA is acceptable (i.e. if the user can assume that role and access that container). The cloudlet has the role of updating the SLA status (as an example signing it as accepted or refused) and in case forwarding the parameters to the SecConfigurer; • SecConfigurer receives the parameters extracted by the SLA and updates the configuration file in the right container. Note that SLAgw is a component offered by mOSAIC, which already implements the protocols needed to interact with the final user (the application adopts an additional component named HTTPgw to exchange message via HTTP) implementing negotiation protocols. In order to build up the application we need only to build the two custom cloudlets that assume decisions and enforce them (applying the configurtation modification).
A. Security Parameters for WS-Agreement
One of the open problem in building such solution is the missing of a standard for management of the security parameters to be negotiated with final users. WS-Agreement offer a general purpose container, which is completely parameterindependent. In order to build up this SLA application, we had to build up a new set of parameters to be inserted in WS-Agreement. These custom parameters can be used for any GRID environment which adopts the GSI module (i.e. both globus and gLite). As shown in listing 1 these parameters of WS-Agreement presented in the template (a document used by the agreement responder to advertise the types of offers it is willing to accept) are: 1) element Context that contains information about agreement parties. One of the elements presented in Context is AgreementInitiator. Its value is the DN (distinguished name) of the user that used services Globus. 2) element Terms that defines the content of an agreement. It contains element ServiceDescriptionTerm and element GuaranteeTerm. ServiceDescriptionTerm encloses a description of a service. We added element GSIAuth in which the user can specify parameters of security. GuaranteeTerm defines the assurance on service quality (or availability) associated with the service described by the service definition terms. It contains element KPITarget that defines service level objective (represents the quality of service aspect of the agreement) as an expression of a target of a key performance indicator associated with the service. The value of element CustomServiceLevel is a specific security level.
VI. RELATED WORK
To the best of our knowledge not much work has been done in the area of configuring security requirements specified through WS-Agreement documents. Karjoth et al. [10] introduce the concept of Service-Oriented Assurance (SOAS). SOAS is a new paradigm defining security as an integral part of service-oriented architectures. It provides a framework in which services articulate their offered security assurances as well as assess the security of their sub-services. Products and services with well-specified and verifiable assurances provide guarantees about their security properties. SOAS enables discovery of sub-services with the right level of security. SOAS adds security providing assurances (an assurance is a statament about the properties of a component or service) as part of the SLA negotiation process. Smith et al. [11] present a WS-Agreement approach for a fine grained security configuration mechanism to allow an optimization of application performance based on specific security requirements. They present an approach to optimise Grid application performance by tuning service and job security settings based on user supplied WS-Agreement specification. WS-Agreement describes security requirements and capabilities in addition to the traditional WS-Negotiation attributes such as computational needs, quality-of-service (QoS) and pricing. Brandic et al.
[12] present advanced QoS methods for meta-negotiations and SLA-mappings in Grid workflows. They approach the gap between existing QoS methods and Grid workflows by proposing an architecture for Grid workflow management with components for metanegotiations and SLA-mappings. Meta-negotiations are defined by means of a document where each participant may express, for example, the pre-requisites to be satisfied for a negotiatiom, the supported negotiation protocols and document languages for the specification of SLAs. In the prerequisites there is the element ¡security¿ that specifies the authentication and authorization mechanisms that the party wants to apply before starting the negotiation. With SLAmappings, they eliminate semantic inconsistencies between consumer's and provider's SLA template. They present an architecture for the management of meta-negotiation documents and SLA-mappings and incorporate that architecture into a Grid workflow management tool.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper we have shown how it is possible, using a cloud-oriented API derived from the mOSAIC project, to build up an SLA-oriented cloud application which enables the management of security features related to user authentication and authorization to an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) Cloud Provider. The application which enables SLA management is built in order to receive a WS-Agreement file containing a description of the security features. Once the user has obtained an agreement with the SLA management system, he will be authorized to access to one or more containers Globus, following the agreed security requirements. In the future, using SLA, we will add parameters on performance to offer information on trade-off between security offered and guaranteed performance. Furthermore, we will insert additional security features such as those related to the mechanism of intrusion tolerance.
